Effective 16 December 2014

Route:
Brisbane to Cairns
Distance: 1681 kilometres
Duration: 24 hours

The Spirit of Queensland combines modern seating and
entertainment options with the charm of long distance
rail travel. Contemporary, comfortable and designed for
relaxation.
Travelling between Brisbane and Cairns five times a week,
the Spirit of Queensland redefines the modern rail travel
experience with a comfortable and convenient way to
access spectacular holiday destinations such as the Great
Barrier Reef, the Whitsundays, Townsville and Cairns and
everywhere in between.

Wherever you’re heading along the coast, the Spirit of
Queensland will have you relaxed from the moment you
step aboard to the time you arrive at your destination.
Onboard facilities
• Licensed Club Car open 24 hrs. Alcohol not available
between midnight and 10am.
• Drinking fountains
• Showers and Toilets located in the end of each carriage
Checked Luggage
RailBed: 		
Two 20KG items per customer
Premium Economy:
One 20KG item per customer
One item of carry on hand luggage free of charge
Accessibility
Allocated spaces and accessible Premium Economy Seats/
RailBeds are available as well as signage with raised text,
braille and hearing aid loops.
Accessible shower/toilet located in the RailBed carriage B
and Premium Economy carriage E in the direction of travel.
Most types of power wheelchairs or mobility scooters
can be accommodated on Spirit of Queensland services,
however size restrictions do apply.
In general, these dimension limits are 720 mm wide by
1200 mm long on the Spirit of Queensland.
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Brisbane to Cairns		
Cairns to Brisbane		

Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat
Mon, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sun

Club Car
The Club Car offers an area to sit back, relax
with a cool beverage, read a newspaper or
just watch the scenery go by. The Club Car
offers a range of light refreshments which can
be purchased throughout the journey.
All-Inclusive Dining
RailBed customers can enjoy all-inclusive
meals served directly to their seat. The menu
brings a paddock to plate experience with
meals prepared using the freshest Queensland
produce. A selection of Queensland wines and
beverages is also available.
RailBed
A spacious and comfortable seat by day that
converts to a lie-flat bed at night. Enjoy 35
degrees of recline and a wide flat 18.5inch
screen with on-demand entertainment
options including movies and music. At night
sleep well on a thick mattress topper and
comfortable linen, all included in your fare.
Premium Economy
An economical way to travel along the
Queensland coastline and take in the passing
scenery from your window is in the comfort
of a Premium Economy Seat. Enjoy generous
leg room with 42 inches of pitch and a wide
selection of on-demand movies on your
personal 8.9inch widescreen display.
Train 101
The Spirit of Queensland can wind it’s
way up to Cairns at up to 160km per
hour, providing 5 departures a week, its
not only convenient, its efficient. The
Spirit of Queensland has an innovative tilt
mechanism that allows it to travel faster
around bends and offer a smoother ride.

